THESIS STATEMENT

A survey of edge cities indicates that fragmented communities are more isolated than expected. By incorporating educational opportunities into a traditional mixed-use environment of a strip mall, I am developing a community college into a mixed-use redevelopment of a strip mall, mitigating two distinct problems: fragmentation in edge cities and the town-gown isolation.

TOWN-GOWN ISOLATION

Proposed educational services create an environment of interaction which is apparent in busy evenings.

EMERGING TRENDS

Emerging new campus developments focus on the evolving built environment. Design includes the incorporation of amenities that enhance the college experience in the community.

SITE - SANDY SPRINGS

Proposed site usage and campus design utilize the existing urban grid to optimize the use of vertical space and create a dynamic environment that integrates both the college and the community.
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Educating The Edge City: Anchoring a Mixed Use Neighborhood with a College Campus